
Choosing between a “full capital guarantee” and “no protection” is not much of a choice. With 

P2strategies, investors get access to institutional hedging strategies previously available only to large 

organizations.

P2strategies is an investment solution designed to help manage the risk of investing in equities. It seeks 

to capture upside potential while minimising loss due to unexpected movements in the market. It is 

designed to smooth your investment experience, giving you the confidence to stay invested over the 

long-term.

With increased flexibility, being more affordable and providing a better investment experience, 

P2strategies offers the best of both worlds.

• Could be expensive
• Redeem = lose guarantee
• Counterparty risk
• Risk of becoming fixed 
   100% in cash • Higher volatility

• Full exposure to downside

Cost effective
Daily liquidity
Low counterparty risk
Buy low, sell high
Lower volatility
Cushions downside 

Capital Guarantee P2strategies No Protection

All investors want to minimise loss.  But they also want 
growth at a reasonable price.  Now they can have both!

best of both worlds

Investments with P2strategies are subject to market risks. Investments can go down as well as up as a result of changes in the value of the 
investments. There is no assurance or guarantee of capital or performance. Investors may lose money including possible loss of capital.
This document was developed to provide a brief description of P2strategies. It does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any 
jurisdiction in which an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. For more information, 
please speak to a financial advisor. P2strategies is not available in the United States or to citizens or residents of the U.S. or Bermuda.  This material 
is not to be distributed to any person while such person is physically present in the United States.
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P2strategies  - Confidence to stay invested


